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Argumentation
In 1982, Howard Becker published Art Worlds, proposing a model that would reconfigure the
ways of examining artistic creation. Inspired by interactionist theories and by the sociology of
work, he emphasized chains of cooperation between actors that lead to the creation of works of
art and stressed the importance of "conventions". Defined as rules and principles shared by the
actors of these worlds, conventions allow to coordinate their actions, to define the modes of
consecration or disqualification of artists and art works. By bringing together the fields of
production, reception, and dissemination of art works in a single model of analysis, Becker’s
theory profoundly renewed the understanding of various artistic fields, and particularly inspired
the sociology of artistic work.
With or without explicit reference to Becker, for several years numerous anthropological
studies have attempted to understand these art worlds beyond their local anchors and to question
their ramifications in other spaces (Bennett and Peterson 2004; Kiwan and Meinhof 2011; Le
Menestrel 2012). In the fields of music and dance in particular, the approach of artistic mobility
has thus made it possible to observe the creation of transnational "social spaces" and "cultural
fields" around specific music and choreographic genres. For example, the world of tango travels
back and forth, linking Buenos Aires, Europe and the world (Davis 2015), West African
contemporary dance is shaped through exchanges at the sub-regional level (Sieveking 2017)
and with Europe (Despres 2016), and Ghanaian hip-hop is produced between London, New
York and Accra (Shipley 2013). As soon as 1997, Mayra Santos-Febres spoke of "translocality"
to qualify the inclusion of salsa in global markets, and the "community of urban localities that
it brings together" (Santos-Febres, 1997: 177). The concept of “translocality” thus considers
how those social worlds, networks, and conventions that govern the production of certain
music-choreographic genres, are highly fragmented between different spaces and sociopolitical contexts: social spaces can be created across local and national borders, and their
memberships are built on the sharing of common artistic "conventions".

But how does “translocality” shape art worlds? How does the mobility of artistic production
contribute to the creation or transformation of art worlds and their conventions? How, through
their movements, do artists negotiate with different norms influencing artistic works,
trajectories, and subjectivity? How, according to these worlds and conventions, are the works
received by the audience(s)? Finally, how do artists' mobilities, informed by an analysis of the
conventions and norms of these translocal art worlds, allow us to understand the multilocalized, socio-political contexts in which artists evolve?
This special issue wishes to place the mobility and translocality of art worlds at the heart of the
analysis. Thinking of art worlds as "interstitial spaces" and "circulatory territories" (Tarrius
1993), the contributions will shed light on how mobilities reconfigure the worlds of music and
dance – whether through the emergence of new musical aesthetics, the inversion of local
stereotypes by "branchements" with the global (Amselle 2001), or by acting on power relations.
In contrast to the concept of "scene" (Guibert and Bellavance, 2014), the concept of "art world"
does not make the relationships that the chain of cooperation has with the space where its
conventions are produced explicit. This special issue invites us to rethink the relevance of the
concept of "art worlds" in the light of mobility phenomena.
We wish to bring together anthropological, sociological, historical, or ethnomusicological
studies on different actors of the art worlds (musicians, dancers, producers, agents, managers,
fans, students...), engaged in different regimes or scales of mobility, and evolving in different
historical periods.
We suggest a (non-exhaustive) list of entries through which authors can potentially address this
topic:
- 1. Renewed conventions: How does the taking into account of the mobility and anchoring of
the actors of these artistic worlds between different localities shed new light on the dynamic,
multiple, and even ambivalent dimension of artistic conventions? We call upon the authors to
question how art worlds and translocality renew the notion of convention which, depending on
spaces, contains ambivalence, which in turn reveals social positioning and representations.
- 2. Individual paths and historical routes: The reconstruction of singular trajectories gives a
good account of the way in which the same artist can oscillate between different art worlds
according to his or her mobility. It will be possible, in this axis, to trace how mobilities of actors
translocate art worlds in a circulatory space revisited by artistic proposals and movements. We
encourage authors to pay attention to the ways these individual journeys take place within (or
against the flow of) broader traffic systems: on the roads of colonial empires, on regional or
transnational migration networks, on tourism routes, or in the virtual spaces opened up by the
expansion of digital technology.
- 3. Audiences and works of art: artists may be perceived differently depending on where they
disseminate their art and where it is received. In this axis, we will discuss the conventions that
are produced in the interaction between audiences and artists, and that allow them to move from
one space to another, or on the contrary, that hinder the belonging of these actors in several
spaces at the same time. Does the translocality of art worlds go hand in hand with a translocality
of audiences and reception of the works of art?
- 4. Local anchors: festivals, intensive courses, creative workshops, studio recording sessions:
translocal networks are constantly anchoring and redefining themselves in given spaces and
times, "hubs" (Kiwan and Meinhof 2012) where artistic conventions are discussed and acted
out in situ. The authors will be able to unfold their analysis of the translocality of art worlds by
describing micro-local "situations" (Mitchell 1956) where links that contribute to the cohesion
of these artistic worlds fragmented between different spaces are established.

- 5. Media and Markets: from the first discographic recordings, their diffusion by radios during
the colonial period, to the current digital applications, the evolution of the media allows to
create music or choreographies at a distance. In what way have technological transformations
accompanied this splintering of art worlds between different localities? How can their
conventions be analyzed?
- 6. Music networks and religious communities: musical and dance performances often play an
important role in the encounters of diasporic religious communities (Ferran, 2015); conversely,
music sometimes contributes to the travel of religious rituals or symbols beyond their borders
(Capone and Salzbrunn, 2018). This axis will question the way in which the mobile conventions
of the worlds of music and dance sometimes intertwine with the norms and precepts of religious
movements, and how the translocality of the worlds of art accompanies the "mechanisms of
deterritorialization of 'belief'" (Bava, 2017).

Instructions and Calendar
This issue will be co-edited by Alice Aterianus-Owanga (University of Lausanne), Cécile
Navarro (HES-SO Valais) and Armelle Gaulier (Sciences Po Bordeaux, LAM). Proposals for
contributions (title and abstract of 4000 to 6000 signs, including bibliographical references) are
expected by 30 September 2020. The proposals need to include the main areas of analysis as
well as the field of research, and will be accompanied by a bio-bibliographic record of the
author.
Proposals should be sent to the special issue’s coordinators, Alice Aterianus-Owanga, and
Cécile Navarro and Armelle Gaulier: aliceaterianus@yahoo.fr, cecile.navarro@hevs.ch,
armellegaulier@gmail.com,
Authors will be notified by November 2020.
Final papers (max. 35,000 to 70,000 characters including spaces and bibliography) must be sent
before 30 March 2021. The publication of this issue of Ethnologie Française is scheduled for
spring 2022.
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Alice Aterianus-Owanga is an anthropologist, Master Assistant of the Swiss National Science
Foundation at the University of Lausanne. After 8 years of research on hip-hop and urban music
in Gabon, she is now working on identity constructions and migratory routes developed around
the circulation of Senegalese dances in France and Switzerland. She has co-directed two
collective works and several review dossiers (Cahiers d'études africaines, Politique Africaine,
Gradhiva, Revue Européenne des Migrations Internationales). His book (Le rap ça vient d’ici
! Musiques, pouvoir et identités dans le Gabon contemporain, éditions de la MSH, 2017)
received the "Coup de Coeur" prize from the Académie Charles Cros in 2018.
Cécile Navarro is an anthropologist, post-doctoral student at the Haute École de Suisse
Occidentale Valais since January 2019. Her thesis, supported by a doc.ch excellence grant from
the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF), examined the translocality of the rap music

scene in Senegal through the physical and imaginary (im)mobility of its actors. She has
published several articles based on this work, notably in the journal of the International
Association for the Study of Popular Music (IASPM), in 2018, and in the European Journal of
European Migration (REMI), in 2019. Her work was awarded the prize of the Faculty of Social
and Political Sciences of the University of Lausanne in 2019.
Armelle Gaulier has a PhD in Political Science and is an ethnomusicologist. Her thesis was on
the creation process of citizenship for the post-colonial Maghreb immigrant population, and
based on the case study of the rock band Zebda. She continued this research in post-doctoral
studies, working in particular on African urban music in France. Associate Researcher at the
LAM, she recently published a book titled "Cape Town Harmonies: Memory, Humour and
Resilience" (African Minds), cowritten with Denis-Constant Martin, about her research in Cape
Town (South Africa) on the Minstrels and the Malay choirs, which combine singing
competitions and identity claims in a post-apartheid society.

